1. Make sure the gray square at right measures one inch (this ensures that the template is the right size).
2. Print this page onto heavy card stock and trace cone template onto paper (or print directly onto the wrong side of heavy paper or lightweight card stock).
3. Cut on solid lines, fold on dotted line.
4. Decorate as desired. Use decorative edge scissors to make a pretty edge along the curve.
5. Carefully roll cone and glue tab inside other straight edge.
   *Note: This can be tricky—practice using plain paper first to get the hang of it! Rolling the cone around a wooden dowel will help the paper curl and will make it easier to handle.*
6. Attach ribbon to dots as indicated (either use metal eyelets and tie ribbon on, or adhere with glue).
7. Fill with lightweight objects such as flower petals.
   *Note: If you want to fill with heavier objects such as candies, use heavy card stock and metal eyelets for the ribbon.*
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